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Abstract
The current study investigates the strategy implementation of Iranian export performance, in February, 2015. It was conducted among 150 managers of Iranian exporting firms in order to find any significant relationship between strategy management and success in exporting performance. The methodological approach adopted for this study is Structural Equational Model (SEM) approach. It was processed in two sections (Pilot and Main study). The salient instrument of the study was questionnaire. The data were coded in SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science, Version 22) and Lisrel (Version 8.8) Software. Three types of analyses were conducted to identify any significant relationship between them. The results revealed that there are significant relationship in most of strategies and exporting performance.
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1. Introduction

According to the management education, globalization is one of the most significant forces of change for business. It has commended the attention of legions of writers, consultants, and advisers who have stepped forward to assist managers, as they wrestle with globalization. Globalization is a widely used term, intended to describe the recent and rapid process of intercontinental economics, social, and political integration. This world wide integration allows people to communicate, travel, and invest internationally, and helps companies market their produces widely, acquire capital and human and material resources more efficiently, share advanced technology, and enjoy economics of scale (Wells, Shuey, Kielky, 2001). It is the result of rational and natural processes. Globalization expands economic freedom and spurs competition, it raises the productivity and living standards of people in countries that open themselves to the global marketplace (Cato Institute, 2006).

The evolution of entrepreneurship combined with globalization of the business environment has created new opportunities and given rise to new managerial challenges. This rapidly evolving technology-and information-intensive environment, for example, requires new techniques both for protecting intellectual property and for exploiting it globally (Etemad, Wright, 2003). Throughout the 1990 s, it was very apparent that the small to medium-sized enterprise (SME), and the multinational corporation (MNL) were being encouraged to consider their international competitiveness and where they were positioned in the marketplace (Chell, 2001).

The strategic management process is the full set of commitments, decisions, and actions required for a firm to achieve strategic competitiveness. The firm's first step in the process is to analyze its external and internal environments to determine its resources, capabilities, and core competencies the source of its "strategic inputs" (Hitt & Robert, 2009). Within the scope of strategic management, entrepreneurship is widely accepted as a salient component in the process of development and economic growth (Covin & Lumpkin 2011; Miller 2011; Covin & Wales 2012). Large gaps remain in our knowledge about the globalization of management education: scale, scope, curriculum, modes of collaboration, and impact. Miller (1983) was the first to propose the operationalisation of the EO (Entrepreneurship Orientation) construct as comprising a firm's innovativeness, risk-taking and proactiveness. To date, however, there is no single definition of entrepreneurship, since different authors give different perspectives and definitions (Schaper & Volery 2004; Landström 2005; Kuratko 2009). This means that entrepreneurship involves the risk of buying at certain prices and selling at uncertain prices.

EO differ from a manager on various counts, the former is owner, whereas later as servant (kumar, 2003). EO represents specific organisational-level behaviour that provides a basis for entrepreneurial actions (Rauch et al. 2009; Covin & Wales 2012). The resource based theories focusing on dependent capabilities of companies and organizations (Weerfell, 1984; Barney, 1991) have come to develop as strategy theory frameworks from the viewpoints of microeconomics and organization economic.
2. Problem Statements

In order to get global recognition in an international market as well as for ultimate success and reputation, globalization, is essential and inevitable factor for any firm’s strategy (Welch & Luostarinen, 1988). Owing to the particular resource endowments and export characteristics, the oil exporting developing counties face a number of rather special developments requiring tailor-made strategies (Amuzegar, 2008). Although Iranian authorities always emphasized the importance non-oil exports to reduce the country's reliance on oil revenues (Amid & Hadjikhani, 2009). Yet, trade policies were more passive with respect to exports. There are several reasons that cast doubt on the sustainability of the improvement. First of all, an increase in oil prices, and consequently oil revenues, can significantly reduce the nation of non-oil exports to oil exports.

Another points is concerned with the investments in chemical petrochemical area. Consequently, Providing sizable domestic market. Therefore, this study carried out to appraise the role management strategies in associating of exporting performance.

3. Literature Review and Formulation of Hypothesis

Exporting is an important strategy for many companies. It is a way to gain access to a wider variety of goods for less than the cost of producing them at home. The reasons for exporting domestic production are to access new market, technology, to overcome domestic production saturation and to explore new avenus of marketing (Alkhafaji,1995). Exporting can be involved in direct and indirect exporting. Generally, direct exporting is more involved, more expensive and riskier than indirect. If indigenous firms from developing countries are to move to the internationalization of marketing activities or begin their export activities with these activities conducted in-house, they are confronted with the problem of how to gain access to export market (Wint,1995).

Absorptive capacity (ACAP) is a source of competitive advantage and plays a central role in a firm to develop competencies, capabilities, innovation and foster knowledge creation ability (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Furthermore, ACAP has a positive effect on strategic alliance success, and it would be an influential force to empower a firm’s relational capabilities (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998), inter-organizational learning (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998; Lane et al., 2001) and intra-firm knowledge transfer (Szulanski, 1996).

Technological techniques complementing the evolution of market and human needs with an understanding of technology's future Capabilities do exist (Couillard, 2002). Successive steps of probing and learning gather additional new knowledge, which stimulates increase in performance and new insights on the products's application (Lynn et al, 1996, Tschirky et al. 2000).

In international scale, Solberg (1977) in a sample of 173 Norwegian exporting companies and by exploring four various contexts of performance ambiguity involving cultural distance (external uncertainty) and product complexity (internal uncertainty) tried to analyses
relational drivers’ effect on relationship quality between trading partners – exporters and their distributors. The result of his study confirmed that product complexity and cultural distance are two salient factors used by exporters in creating relationship quality with their foreign sales intermediaries that moderate the role of relational mechanisms.

As Iranian context, Jalali in a sample of 141 Greek firms tried to examine the relationship between export barriers and the export performance targeting the Iranian market. Using expert opinions, 18 variables were identified. A structured questionnaire was applied to and exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses were used to categorize variables in 6 dimensions. Then, a structural equation model was developed to determine which dimension has a greater effect on export performance. The result of his study identified the operational dimension (0.65), environmental dimension (0.60), financial dimension (0.58), source dimension (0.44), legal dimension (0.35) and logistic dimension (0.27) as effective export barriers to the export performance of Greek firms.

To date, there is no significant study of EO and its association with performance within the context of Iranian firms, particularly in the exporting. A large number of empirical studies have reported that EO has a positive effect on firm performance (e.g., Wiklund & Shepherd 2003; Keh, Nguyen & Ng 2007; Li, Huang & Tsai 2009). However, other researchers (e.g., Covin, Slevin & Schultz 1994; Slater & Narver 2000; Lee, Lee & Pennings 2001; Hughes & Morgan 2007) were unable to identify a positive and significant relationship between EO and firm performance. These mixed findings indicate that EO may, but not always, lead to superior performance (Kusumawardhani, McCarthy & Perera 2009).

Based on the review of the related literature, it is hypothesized that:

1. There is a significant positive effect between technology learning and Iranian Exporting performance through manufacturing flexibility capacity.
2. There is a significant positive effect between technology learning and Iranian exporting performance through Innovative capability.
3. There is a significant positive effect between market learning and Iranian exporting performance through innovative capability.
4. There is a significant positive effect between market learning and Iranian exporting performance through market expansion adaptation capability?
5. There is a significant positive effect between social learning and Iranian Exporting performance through market expansion-adaptation capability.
6. There is a significant positive effect between Manufacturing Flexibility Capability and Market Expansion Adaptation Capability through Innovative Capacity.
4. Method

4.1 Procedure

At whole, the procedure was carried out in two sections (pilot and main study) and Iranian exporting firms were participated in this study. A total of 150 questionnaires were distributed face-to-face to owners/managers of Iranian exporting firms. The researcher mentioned to the participants to fill out both sections of the questionnaires, one section related to the demographic information another related to the strategies that the participants may have recently used. This quantitative data was analysed using explanatory factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modeling (SEM).

4.2 Pilot study

The researcher completed a pilot study with 25 firms for considering usability and reliability of questionnaire in order that tool can be administered without any difficulty in the target firms, also to avoid any difficulty which will encounter during the main study.

4.3 Implications for the Main Study

All of exporting firms were eager to fill out questionnaire and any of them felt impatient during administration. Some managers suggested that questionnaire should be corporate with oral assistance in order to avoid misunderstanding of the test instructions. Considering layout of test a few manager suggested that the layout of the test should be set attractively to draw attention of the tastes.

4.4 Population

Data were collected from 150 high involvement Iranian exporting firms' informants. The educational background of the sample varied as shown in Table 2.1

Table 1. Descriptive statistic of the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>77.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Instrument

Questionnaire

The data were collected using a structured questionnaire that included sections on Learning technology, Market learning, Social learning, Manufacturing Flexibility Capacity, Entrepreneurship Orientation, Innovative capability, Market Expansion Adaptation capability and Export Performance. It consisted of 27 items figured out in eight categories by 5 point Likert Scale. To ensure that the questionnaire content and design would be easily and unambiguously understood by the respondents, it was pre-tested by 7 experts (Four academic
professors in international business field, three consultants of exporting and foreign business) and the questionnaire revised in according of their comments. As table 2.2 illustrates, Cronbach Alpha were in acceptable level for all category of questionnaire.

Table 2. Category of questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tecnology Learning</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Learning</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Learning</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Flexibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Capability</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Expansion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export Performance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Results

Toward the aim of study, multivariate analysis (SEM) was used. These is no significant effect between the laten variable if, T value are between (-1.96< T-value< 1.96). The normality of data distribution was assessed by examining its skewness and kurtosis. The absolute values of standardised skew or kurtosis indices were used to assess the linearity of the variables, although there is fewer consensuses regarding the use of indices to assess normality (Kline 2005).

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology Learning</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Learning</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Learning</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Capability</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation Capability</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exploratory Factor Analysis

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is intended to explore the data if the links between the
observed and latent variables are unknown or uncertain (Byrne 2010; Hair et al. 2010). The extent of relationships among all measured variables to every factor is represented by factor loadings. A set of highly inter-correlated measured variables will be grouped into a distinct factor. EFA provides the researcher with information about the numbers of factors that best represent the data. This means that in EFA, statistical results, not theory, derive the factors (Hair et al. 2010).

Table 4. KMO and Bartlett’s Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin</th>
<th>0.832</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approx.Chi-square</td>
<td>1132.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value was 0.832, which exceeded the recommended value of 0.60. This indicates that more than 83% of variance in the measured variables is common variance. The Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity value from the data set showed statistical significance (chi-square with degrees of freedom 1132=79, sig=.000). This means that there were sufficient relationships among the variables to investigate. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity values suggest that the data set in this study was suitable for factor analysis.

Table 5. Principal component analysis, (n = 150)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VII</th>
<th>VIII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data questions are loaded into eight categories (Table 3.2). Four items loaded on category one (technology learning). These items were related to primary instrument that closes the technological gap between developing countries and the international technological frontier. By and large, this process facilitates developing countries to increase productivity levels, strengthen international competitiveness, and enter new markets or market segments for higher value-added goods (Warren, 2007). There were four items loading on second category (Market Learning). This factor reflected the understanding of customer needs requires responsiveness from the firm’s side in order to develop certain activities, processes, procedures and marketing strategies. Thus, it was named “market Learning”. Four items loaded on third category (Social Learning). This factor indicated social capital such as networks, informal connections, inter-firm relationships, and managerial ties are considered a critical resource base for international activities at small Southeast Asian firms (Ellis, 2010; Pollard & Jemicz, 2010). Also, three items loaded on category four (Manufacturing Capability) which relate to the dimension of cost, quality, flexibility, and delivery. Four items loaded on category 5 (Innovative Capability) these items were related to tools which support
local firms in becoming or staying competitive in the global market. In addition, three items were loaded in category six (Market Expansion Adaptation Capability). Also, three items loaded in Entrepreneurship. Finally, three items loaded on Factor eight (Export Performance) and also items were removed from the structure that are, loadings lower than .30 or cross loaded on other.

**Goodness-Of-Fit Indices**

The fitness of the model was assessed through several indices, through Chi-Square statistics, the Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), the Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) in order to verify overall structure of research model.

Table 6. Goodness of fit indices for model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Wang (2012) SEM provides powerful means of simultaneously examining causal relationship and the quality of measurement. As Table 3.3 shows the goodness of fit index (GFI) in this case .96, that is above acceptable range (criterion GFI > .95). The adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI) is .96 which means that values are greater than cut-off point. The comparative fit index (CFI) in this case is .91 more than the acceptable level .90. Finally root mean square error of Approximation (RMSEA) value is .31 which indicates a good fit.

**Evaluation of Structural Model**

The main aim of this investigation was to determine export performance with respect the role of implementation of management strategic.
Figure 1. Path Diagram of Strategy dimensions and export-Performance Relationship in t-values

Figure 2. Path Diagram of Strategy dimensions and export-Performance Relationship in standard solution
The seven Strategy dimensions (Technology Learning, Market Learning, Social Learning, Manufacturing Flexibility Capability, Innovative Capability, Entrepreneurship, and Market Expansion Adaptation Capability) are exogenous constructs (independent variables), while Exporting performance is an endogenous construct (dependent variable). Hence, conceptual framework of the study consists of six hypotheses. After testing the measurement model, it was needed to test the structural model to examine the proposed model and verifying the significant relation between the latent variables. This study tested the model considering the intensity of the path coefficients and the variance explained of the dependent variables.

7. Conclusion

The present study was conducted in a systematic and non-judgmental manner. It was contributed to the field of management strategies in respect of exporting firms. The adopted model for this study initially tested with American exporting firms originally proposed by Rodriguez (2009), is now extended and validated in a sample of high involvement of Iranian exporting firms. At whole, all of variable had a positive relation on exporting performance. In particular, the path coefficients direct causal effect from technology learning to manufacturing flexibility is 0.62. Thus, hypothesis H1 is rejected, manager perceive a negative relationship between technology learning through manufacturing flexibility capability in exporting firms. The direct effect from technology learning through innovative capability is 1.98. Thus there is a positive relationship between technology learning and innovation capability on exporting performance, so the second hypothesis of study is accepted. The direct effect market learning on innovation capability is 15.23. Thus H3 is accepted. As Hypothesized, market learning through Marketing Expansion is 6.94 on exporting performance and also, H4 is accepted. Regarding social learning, it has a direct impact 3.17 through market expansion-adaptation and H5 is accepted. Lastly, Manufacturing Flexibility capability has a direct impact 0.41 on market expansion-adaptation. Thus sixth hypothesis was rejected.

The finding show strong support for all the hypotheses considered in this study. Overall, the model suggests that high involvement exporting firms require a blend of absorptive and higher order dynamic capabilities to develop their international competitiveness. The nature of the global economy reflects the realities of a hypercompetitive business environmental and challenges individuals firms to seriously evaluate the markets in which they will compete (Michael, Hitt, Robert, Hoskisson, 2004). Iranian firms engaging in globalization of their operations must make culturally sensitive decision when using strategic management process. They must engage in globalization and make culturally sensitive decision when using the strategic management process. To be strategically flexible on a continuing basis and to gain the competitive benefits of such flexibility, Iranian firms has to develop the capacity to learn continuous learning to provide the firms with new and up-to-date skill sets, which allow it to adopt to its environment as it encounters changes.

The last, findings of this study suggest that some management theories, particularly entrepreneurship theory that have been developed in the western world or developed
countries may need to be adapted when applied in other cultures or emerging economies, such as Iranians.

Limitation

The finding show strong support for all the hypotheses considered in this study. Overall, the model suggests that high involvement exporting firms require a blend of absorptive and higher order dynamic capabilities to develop their international competitiveness. The nature of the global economy reflects the realities of a hypercompetitive business environmental and challenges individuals firms to seriously evaluate the markets in which they will complete (Michael, Hitt; Robert, Hoskisson, 2004). Iranian firms engaging in globalization of their operations must make culturally sensitive decision when using strategic management process.

Even though the EO scale used in the questionnaire was adapted from previous research and translated into Persian, some questions relating to EO dimensions as well as firm performance seemed not to relate to the respondents’ activities.

Recommendations for Future Research

This study is an empirical study on implementation of management strategies conducted in the Iranian context. Therefore, its findings need to be confirmed. Further research can replicate this study, with some relevant adjustments to the research methodology in different cities in Iran with different participation. It could not only provide more information about the phenomena being studied but also identify whether particular EO dimensions are influenced by the nature of the exporting as well as culture, as suggested by the findings in this study. From a methodological point of view, this study is limited by self-report nature of the data that relies entirely on the perspective of one person.
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